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EXTENSION METHODS IN CARDINAL ARITHMETIC

BY

ERIK ELLENTUCKO

Abstract. Functions (relations) defined on the nonnegative integers are extended

to the cardinal numbers by the method of Myhill (Nerode) respectively. We obtain

various results relating these extensions and conclude with an analysis of AE Horn

sentences interpreted in the cardinal numbers. Let 91 be the sentence (VXi) • • •

(VX„)(3 !y)b where quantifiers are restricted to the Dedekind cardinals and b is an

equation built up from functors for cardinal addition, multiplication, and integer

constants. One of our principal results is that 91 is a theorem of set theory (with the

axiom of choice replaced by the axiom of choice for sets of finite sets) if and only if

we can prove that the uniquely determined Skolem function for 91 extends an almost

combinatorial function.

1. Introduction. Let ü» = the nonnegative integers, A = the isols (cf. [3]), and

A = the Dedekind cardinals. For 0<k<w use X"A for the /c-fold direct power of

A. Recursive combinatorial functions were introduced by Myhill (cf. [11]) in order

to study cancellation laws in isolic arithmetic. His method consists in first showing

that each recursive combinatorial/: X ko> -> w can be extended to an/A : X kA -> A.

He then proves that a cancellation law, involving recursive combinatorial /'s,

and holding in w, implies a corresponding cancellation law, involving the /A's,

and holding in A. Results of this type are generally referred to as transfer theorems

(from w to A, in this case). Later, Nerode gave a method (cf. [12]) whereby a

recursive ££ X "oj could be extended to an £A£ X fcA, and found the exact relation-

ship between his extension and Myhill's. Further, he went on to generalize Myhill's

results on cancellation laws, and found the transfer theorem, from a> to A, for first

order universal sentences involving recursive £'s and recursive combinatorial /'s.

As a byproduct of this analysis, Nerode introduced a number of concepts closely

related to the combinatorial functions; namely, eventually combinatorial and

almost combinatorial functions. He then showed that the class of recursive almost

combinatorial functions is in a certain sense (cf. Metacorollary 1 of this paper)

maximal with respect to extension methods of either the Myhill or Nerode type.
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Combinatorial methods have proved to be equally useful for the study of Dede-

kind cardinals without the axiom of choice. In [5] combinatorial functions were

extended from a» to A and a transfer theorem, similar to Nerode's, was obtained

from tu to A, for first order universal sentences involving combinatorial /'s. Re-

lations, eventually combinatorial, and almost combinatorial functions were not

discussed as they appeared to be unnecessary from an algebraic viewpoint. However

in a later work (cf. [8]) we found that almost combinatorial functions play a crucial

role in the many quantifier theory of A. For that reason we devote this paper to a

general exploration of extension methods in cardinal arithmetic.

In §2 we use a modification of Nerode's extension method (cf. [12]) to extend

an £s Xk oi to an £A£ Xk A, and relate this to the extension of combinatorial

functions (cf. [5]). In §3 we discuss eventually combinatorial and almost combina-

torial functions, and in §4 we show that the class of almost combinatorial functions

is maximal with respect to our extension methods. In §5 we compute cardinalities

of the various Boolean combinations of the £A's, and in §6 the fundamental result

of [14] (cf. (37)) is used in order to give an analysis of extending Horn sentences.

Throughout this paper we will try to avoid favoring either a functional or a re-

lational approach to A (thus'we omit a discussion of frame maps), but rather we

will show how a complementary study of both extension methods leads to a

smooth analysis of A.

The following discussion takes place within the set theory ©° consisting of

axioms A-D of [9] +AC0 ( = the axiom of choice for sets of finite sets). Denote

ordinals (finite ordinals) by lower case Greek (Latin) letters, and cardinals (finite

cardinals) by lower case German (Latin) letters. Finite ordinals and cardinals are

identified in the usual way under the joint heading of integers. Use \A\ for the

cardinal of the set A, and let F be class of all cardinals, «j = the set of all integers,

and ü»* = the full ring of rational integers. Let X0= |a»|, call a Dedekind if X0^tt,

and let A = the class of all Dedekind cardinals, A°°=A — a>, A* = the full ring of

Dedekind integers (cf. [6]). A set is finite, Dedekind, Dedekind infinite, countable, or

countably infinite if its cardinal e co, e A, e A00, ̂ X0,or = X0 respectively. Let Vbe

the class of all sets, D = the class of all Dedekind sets, and ö = the class of all finite

sets. Use A u (n)£ for the union (intersection) of A and B, [J i(~))A for the union

(intersection) of the members of A, ^iA) = the class of all subsets of A and

%miA) = %iA) n Q. If £ is a function write >>=£(x) for (y, x> e £and let 8£ (p£)

stand for domain (range) of £. Let £ [ A={(y, x> e £ : xe A}. Write F: A-^ B

for A £ 8£ and p(£ \ A) £ B. Write £: A ~ B for £ is one one, A S S£ and p(£ [ A) = B.

If in the latter case we are indifferent to £, simply write A ~ B. We denote the

composition of functions £ and G by £o G and associate in such a way that

(£o fJ)(x) = £(G(x)). For any class A and k e œ let Xk A be the class of all func-

tions x: k—>A having 8x = k. Members of X* Fare called k-tuples and are ex-

hibited as x = <x0,..., xfc_j> where we write x¡ for x(z'). Let ~ be the binary con-

catenation operation on tuples. A function £ with 8£ç Xfc V is called a k-ary
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function. In this case write F(x0,..., xk-x) in place of F«x0,..., xk_i» and

(F ° (G0,..., Gk _ i))(x) = F(G0(x),..., Gk _ x(x)) for A>ary composition. Many of

our notions initially defined on Fare extended componentwise from F to Xk V.

This will usually be denoted by appending a "*" as a superscript to the symbol

for the unextended notion. Thus if A, Be Xk V, R is a binary relation, and F

is a unary function, we write R*(A, B), F*(A) = B whenever R(AX, Bx), F(Ai) = Bi

for each i<k. This notation does not always work smoothly, particularly when

we negate a concept, so that in many cases we will have to spell out the exact

definition of the extended notion.

2. Extending relations. In the following discussion let 0<k<co he fixed. A

k-frame (modified [12]) is a set Fç Xk Q which satisfies

(1) if A, A' e F then ACT* A' e F.

(2) Let s/(F) = {Be XkV:(fAe Xk Q)(3A' e F)(A^* B -> A^* A'£* B)}.

Elements in stf(F) are said to be attainable from F.

(3) Let Fe = {A e Xk Q: (3B)(A^*B e F)}

(4) andyF(A) = f)*{Be Xk Q : A^*BeF}.

It is easy to see that if F is a frame and Ae Fe then yF(A) is the minimal element B,

with respect to £*, which satisfies A^*BeF.

Let i?ç Xk co be a relation. A A>frame F is called an R-frame if \A\* e R for

every Ae F. Then we have our main Definition 1 (modified [12]): For /?£ Xfc co

let

Rr = {a e Xk r : (3A e XkV)(3 an Ä-frame F)(a = \A\* and A e st(F))}.

If Se T let RIt=Rr ci Xk S. Write Äs(a) to mean a e äs.

Note that frames have been defined as sets in order to avoid needing the Si-

comprehension axiom to guarantee the existence of Rr. Since s/(F) n Xk Q = F

for any frame F, we have

(5) if AÇ X^üj   thenRai = R.

Let fi: X k co -^» co be a combinatorial function and let/r be its canonical extension

to T. If SçT let/s=/r \ X*S. It follows from [5] that

(6) if/is a combinatorial function then/ra=/

In [4] we gave an entirely different definition of i?A. In order to justify that defini-

tion it will be useful to have the following facts on hand. If i?S Xk co then

(7) /? = {a£X'ca,:/0(a)=/1(a)}

for some pair of combinatorial functions f0, fix. This follows from the fact that

every function /: X k co —>- m can be expressed as the difference of two combinatorial

functions. A fortiori so can the characteristic function of R.

Let L be a language with identity containing variables and functors. If 91 is a

sentence of L and Sç: r let 2I2 be the interpretation obtained by allowing variables

to range over S and letting functors denote extensions to S of fixed combinatorial
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functions. If 91 is a universally quantified prenex normal form Horn sentence then

(8) if 91ra then 91A (which is Theorem 8 of [5]).

These results justify our second important

Definition 1' (of [4]). For £s Xk oj let

RA = {ae Xk A : /0,A(a) = /»}

where fi, fi are any pair of combinatorial functions satisfying (7). If SsA let

let RS = RA n xk S. Write £s(a) to mean a e Rs.

Note that (8) is used to show that £A is independent of the particular fi, fi

satisfying (7). By (6) it is immediate that

(9) if ££ Xfcwthen£ra = £.

The principal result of this section is £A = RA. We need

Lemma 1. If <I>0, (p1 are a pair of k-ary combinatorial operators, Be Xk D, and

A: <&„(£) ~q>1(£) then for every Ae Xk Q, with As*B there is an A' e Xk Q with

Az*A'^*B such that h:Q>0(A')~<I>xiA'). CThis is Lemma 5 of [5].)

Proof. Suppose that for some A0 e Xk Q with A°^*B our lemma fails. Define

a sequence (An : n<of) satisfying An e Xk Q, An^*An+1s*B, An^An+1 fore\ery

ne co. The definition is given by the following induction. By hypothesis non

h : <&o(An)~ <&x(An). Hence either (i) there is an x e %(An) such that y=hix) $ ®xiAn),

or (ii) there is a y e <&xiAn) such that x = h~\y) i <b0(An), or (iii) both. Use AC0 to:

in case (i) choose such an x and define An + 1 = An u* Ox\y), or if (i) does not

occur then (ii) does, so choose such a y and define An + 1 = An u* <P0~1ix). Clearly

the sequence we define this way satisfies the required conditions. Let £' =

U* {An : n<w}, B'ç*B and is infinite in at least one component, say the 7'th.

Then the collection {A" + 1 — A] : n<w} consists of pairwise disjoint finite sets,

infinitely many of which are nonempty. Use AC0 to choose a set C containing

exactly one element from each nonempty A] + 1 — Aj, but |C|=X0 which contra-

dicts CsB'iç£, eD.    Q.E.D.

Let us define

(10) <S>FiB) = 0(£)-U {<D(^) : AeF A A <=* B A A* £}.

Lemma 2. If $ is a k-ary combinatorial operator and F is a k-frame then

(i) <&FiA) n <&FiA')= 0 for A, A' e F with A±A', and

(ii) <D(£) = U {<t>FiA) : AeF A Aç* B} for Be ¿/(£).

Proof of (i). If x e ®FiA) n 0F(^') then x g O(^) n <D(.4') = HA n* A') by (10)

and Lemma l(ii) of [5]. Now A n* A' e F by (1), and A n* A'Q*A, A'. Thus if

A n* A'^A then x$Q>FiA) by (10) which contradicts our hypothesis. Similarly

for A'. Hence A = A n* A'=A'.   Q.E.D.

Proof of (ii). If A^ *B then <b"iA)^ <D(^)£ $(£) by (10) and Lemma l(i) of [5].

Thus U {®"(A) : AeFAAè*B}^ 0>(£). Conversely if x e <P(£) then d> - ̂ x) £ * B.

But B e ¿¿iF) hence by (2) and (3) <$>-\x) e Fe. If A=yFi<S>-\x)) then A e F and
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satisfies <D-1(x)ç:*yiç:*.g. Clearly x e <b(A). If x £ <¡>F(A) then by (10) xe<J>(A')

for some A' e F with A'ç*A but y4'#^4. Then O-^x)^*^', giving yF(Q>~*(x))

£*y4' by (4), i.e., A' = A,a contradiction. Thus x e <DF(¿1).   Q.E.D.

Theorem 1. If R^Xk co then RA = RA.

Proof of RAçRA. Let f) e ÄA, Be Xk D with b = |fi|*,/0,/1 a pair of combina-

torial functions satisfying (7), and i>0, «J^ a pair of combinatorial operators in-

ducing fi0, fix respectively. By Definition 1' /o,a(&)=/i,a(&) and hence there is

a function h : ®o(B)~Q>x(B). Let F={/1 e X* ß : ^£*5An : <I>oG4)~<ï>i(.4)}.

Clearly F is a set. If A, A'e F then n : *0(¿) n «W)~ *i(^) n *i(^')- But *X^)

n G>/.4') = <I>/,4 n*v4') by Lemma l(ii) of [5], and hence A n*A' e F. Moreover

if A e Fand a=\A\* then ae R since fo(a)=fi(a). Thus Fis an Ä-frame from which

B is attainable by Lemma 1. Hence b e R&.   Q.E.D.

Proof of RAçR\ Let b e R&, B e X k D with b = \B\*, and F an Ä-frame from

which B is attainable. Let/,,/ be a pair of combinatorial functions satisfying (7),

and <J>0, Oj a pair of combinatorial operators inducing /0, / respectively. For

A eF we show by induction on \A\* that <I>£(/l)~<I>f(yl). Suppose the result is

true for all A' e F where |^'|*g*|v4|* but |yf|*^M|*. Then

(11) <S>IA) = <bf(A) u U {*f(X) : A' eF h A' <=.* A h A' ï A}

follows from Lemma 2(ii) since A eF'=,sé(F). Now AeF and a=|/l|* implies

ae R, i.e.,f0(a)=fix(a) by (7) and consequently <l>0(A)~<t>x(A). By induction hypo-

thesis <t>F(A')~®F(A') for A' eF, A'^*A with ¿V¿. But the union in (11) is

disjoint by Lemma 2(i) and hence <t>F(A)~<î>F(A) by the uniqueness of subtraction

for finite sets. Now B e ¿é(F), so that by Lemma 2(ii)

®i(B) = U W(Ä) : A e F A A S * B}

where the union is disjoint. Use AC0 to choose maps hA: <&F(A)~ <&F(A) for A e F

with A^*B. Clearly by the above disjointness

U {hA : A e F A A S* B} = h:<S>0(B) ~ Oj.(fi).

Thus/o,A(b)=/1>A(b) and consequently i> 6 RA.    Q.E.D.

Let LR be a language with identity containing variables, functors and predi-

cates. If 91 is a sentence of LR and Sç r let 9iE be the interpretation obtained by

allowing variables to range over S, by letting functors denote extensions to S of

fixed combinatorial functions, and by letting predicates denote extensions to S

(by Definition 1) of fixed relations over w. We generally assume that sentences are

all written in prenex conjunctive normal form.

If 91 is a universally quantified Horn sentence we have

Theorem 2. IfW01then'n&.

Proof. Use Theorem 1 and the fact that if we extend relations by Definition 1'

the result will follow by (8).   Q.E.D.
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Indeed, the idea in Theorem 7 of [5], and the universal cardinals of [7], can be

used to obtain a complete reduction to cu, of the provability of 91A, for universally

quantified sentences 91. However the preceding theorem will be sufficient for the

purposes of this paper.

3. Extending functions. In Definition 2 of [6] we extended every function

/: X k oí -> to* to a function /A : X k A ->• A* by defining

(12) Ma) = /A+ (a) -fi- (a)   for a e Xk A,

where fi+,fi~ are a pair of combinatorial functions satisfying

(13) fia) = f + ia)-f~ia)   for a e Xk a».

This definition is independent of the particular/ + ,/~ used in (12), provided only

that they satisfy (13). However in application we shall always use the decomposition

(3) of [6]. In Definition 3 of [6] we extended every function/: X" a>* -> of* to a

function fi. : X k A* -> A* by

(14) A.(a-*b)=/A(a0,60,...,afc_1,bfe_1)   for a, 6 ex* A

where/: X2k oj -> w* is extended as in (12), and is defined by

(15) fi(a-*b) =fia0,b0,...,ak.x,bk.i)   fora,beXka>.

It is natural to ask when (12) gives fi: Xk A -> A. Note that/: Xk w ->- o is a

necessary condition for this to happen, and that / be combinatorial is a sufficient

condition, since in the latter case/=/+ and the result follows by Theorem 5 of [5].

In this section we shall characterize the widest class of functions, each of which

when extended by (12) always assumes values in A. The extension (14) will be useful

in this task.

Iff: Xk tu -> w and m e Xk o> define/(m): Xfc o> -> w by

(16) fim)ia) =fia+*m)   for a e Xk oj.

We call/: Xfc"»->a> eventually combinatorial (cf. [12]) if for some me Xk o>

the function/*"" is combinatorial.

,._ Let A: /-> cd where / s /ceo», \k—I\ = t > 0 and
(17) ,     T .     T. ,.j: t~k—I enumerates k—I in ascending order.

With /i and k we associate a function h*: X' r -> Xk T as follows. If a e X* T

let /t*(a) = be Xk T where 6¡=/7(i) for iel and bi(j) = a, for /</. A function

/: Xk oj—* cu is called almost combinatorial (cf. [12]) if for each h satisfying (17)

the composition/° A* is eventually combinatorial. Then we need the following

Lemma 3. Letfi: Xk «> -> cube combinatorial and let h, t satisfy (17). If m e X k "»,

a e X' A00, and b=/t*(a) i/Ven (/° /i*)<m) is combinatorial and

ifoht)ria-*m)=fACb)-
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Proof. Define combinatorial functions gt: X( o> ->- a> for i<k by gx(a) = h(i)

for ie I and gm(a) = ax for / < t. This implies that

(18) (fo htTXa) = i/o (g0,.. .,gk_x))(a+*m)

for ae X1 co. The right side of (18) is combinatorial by Theorem 3 of [5], and

hence by (8), formula (18) will identically hold when extended to A. By Theorem

4 of [5] the extensions to A of constants, plus, and projections are the corresponding

constants, plus, and projections. Thus <g0,A(a), • • • ,g/c-i,A(a)> = «*(a) = 6- Now

evaluate (18) at a-*m to obtain our result.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 3. Let f: Xk «■ -> co. (i) ififis eventually combinatorial then

fiA: XfcA»^A,

and (ii) iff is almost combinatorial then fA: X k A -> A.

Proof, (i) follows by specializing the proof of (ii). For (ii) let b e X" A— Xk co.

Take I={i<k : b, e to} and define h: I-> co by h(i) = bx for /' e I. Let t satisfy (17)

and choose o e x'A™ such that /jf(a) = b. Since/is almost combinatorial there is

an m e X* oi for which (/° nf)(m) is combinatorial. Then by (13)

(19) (/ o htTXa) + (/" o n?)(m)(a) . (/+ o ht)™(a)

for ae X1 co, and hence by (8), formula (19) will identically hold when extended

to A. We evaluate (19) at a- *m and use Lemma 3 to get (fo h%)Am)(a-*m)+fA(b)

=/A+(b). But (/oA*)t»>(o-*m)eA. Thus fiA~ (b) úf¿ (b) and hence by (12),

/A(b)eA.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 4. Iff: Xkoi*^co* thenfA. \ XkA=(fi\ Xk co)A.

Proof. Let ae Xkà and observe that by (15)

(20) (f\ Xk co)(a) = f(a0, 0.ak-x, 0)   for a e Xk to.

By (8), (13) and (12), formula (20) will identically hold when extended to A.

Now evaluate (20) at a and use (14) to obtain our result.    Q.E.D.

We call/: Xk to -*■ w eventually constant if for some me Xk co,fim) is a constant

function. Then we have

Theorem 4. Let f: Xn to->w andfi: X" co -> co for i<n. Then (i) iff is almost

combinatorial and the fi are eventually combinatorial then the composition

g=f° ifo, ■ ■ -,/n-i) is eventually combinatorial and gA<° =fiA ° (fi0.A",- ■ ../„-i.a00)

and (ii) // / and the fi, are almost combinatorial then the composition g =

f° ifo, ■ ■ -,/n-i) is almost combinatorial (cf. [12]), andgA=fA ° (/0>A,.. .,/n_i,A).

Proof of (i). Let I={i<n : fi is eventually constant} and let h(i) = the constant

value that/ eventually assumes for i el. If I=n then g is eventually constant,

á fortiori eventually combinatorial. Thus suppose that /Sn, \n — I\=t>0 and

j:t~n — I enumerates n — I'm ascending order. Now/is almost combinatorial so
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that for some 777' e X'tu the function/' = (/o/7*)(m,) is combinatorial. Choose

me Xkoj such that (a) each/(m) is combinatorial, (b)/f(m)(a)=/i(/) for i el, and

(c) fm(a) = m'i f°r í</• N°te that m case (c) tne functions fi'ia) =f¡m(a)-m\ are

combinatorial. Then

g""'  = if o ifo, ■ ■ .,/n-l))(m)  = f" C/T, - ■ -,/Ä)

= (/ ° h*) o im,.. „ftí x) = fi o (/„',...,//_ l}.

It then follows by Theorem 3 of [5] that g(m) is combinatorial since the primed

functions are. Thus g is eventually combinatorial. For the second part of (i) let

/': X n co* -*■ £<j* be defined by fia) = fia) for ae Xn a> and/'(a) = 0 otherwise so

that g=fi ° ifi,.. .,fi_x). Now by Lemma 4(i) of [6] gA=/A. ° (/0>A,.. .,/„-i.A).

Our result follows from the first part of Theorem 3, and Lemma 4, by restricting

arguments.    Q.E.D.

Proof of (ii). Let 77, I, t, and j be any objects satisfying (17). Then g°h* =

fi° ((fio ° hk),..., ifi-X ° h*)). Since / is almost combintorial and each / ° h* is

eventually combinatorial, g ° h* is eventually combinatorial by the first part of

Theorem 4(i). Hence g is almost combinatorial. The second part of (ii) follows in

exactly the same way as the second part of (i).   Q.E.D.

If 91 is a sentence of LR and SsA let 9l2 be the interpretation obtained by allow-

ing variables to range of 2, by letting functors denote extensions to S of fixed

almost combinatorial functions, and by letting predicates denote extensions to

S (by Definition 1) of fixed relations over cu.

If 91 is a universally quantified Horn sentence we have

Theorem 5. 7/9Ira then 91A.

Proof. Once we have taken care of atomic formulas the result will follow by

Theorem 2. Use Theorem 4 to collapse compositions, and then Definition 1' to

bring atomic formula to the form/0,2(a)=/liS(a) for almost combinatorial/), fi.

By (12) and (13) such formula may be replaced by /ots(a) +fr.z(a) =/its(a) +/oTs(a)-

Since by our previous theorems these replacements are valid for 2 = a> and 2=A

our result follows.   Q.E.D.

Again the remark following Theorem 2 is applicable in this case. It is also possible

to formulate a version of Thecrem 5 where we let functors denote arbitrary func-

tions /: X k o> -*■ a. Care must be taken however not to violate our closure condi-

tions by entering A*. Whenever we use such a version, it will always be for a

specific sentence where it is clear that no violation occurs.

If £S Xk + 1 T, ae Xk T and b e V write £(a, 6) for £(cT<i>». We say £ is

functional if for every a there is at most one b such that £(ct, b). There is associated

with every functional relation £ a function r (and conversely) which is given by

(21) ria) = b    iff Ria, b)   for ae Xk E, b e T.
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We use corresponding upper (lower) case letters to denote the associated relation

(function) respectively, and call R combinatorial etc. if its associated function is.

Theorem 6. If R^ Xk + 1 oj then (i) R is functional if and only ifRA is functional,

(ii) if R is eventually combinatorial then (Va e Xfc A°°)(3b e A).RA(a, b), in fact

(Va e XkA<°)RA(a, rA(d)), and (iii) if R is almost combinatorial then (Va eX'A)

(3b 6 A)RA(a, b), in fact (Va e X " A)RA(a, rA(a)). (r associated with R in (ii) and (iii)).

Proof, (i) follows from theorem 2 by a Horn sentence. From (21)

(22) (VaeX" S)(Vb e S)(rs(a) = b iff R^a, b))

holds for S = tu and hence by the remark following Theorem 5 and the totality

of r, for S=A. Then (ii) and (iii) follow by Theorem 3.   Q.E.D.

4. Functions as relations. In this section we shall try to find a converse to

Theorems 3 and 6. Obviously we cannot prove that/A : Xk A -> A implies that /is

almost combinatorial; for if so we could add AC to our theory, forcing A = co,

and thus prove that every function /is almost combinatorial. Rather we shall find

an extension of ©°, relatively consistent with ©°, though not with @° + AC, in

which the desired converse holds. Before doing so we need the following

Lemma 5. Let M e X k V each component of which is infinite and let

F = {Ae XkQ: Aç:* M}.

If <t>: F'-> Q satisfies for every A, A' e F, (i) A~*A' implies <b(A)~<S>(A'), and

(ii) <t>(A n* A') = <fr(A) n 4>(A'), then fi: Xfca>->cu defined by f(\A\*)=\<ï>(A)\

for A e F, is a combinatorial function.

Proof, (ii) implies that we can define a quasi-inverse function <D ~1 : \J /><!> ->■ F

such that x e <Î>(A) iff $>-1(x)^*A, for A e F. Then by (i) <D is the restriction to F

of some combinatorial operator. Since F is a frame we can define <I>F: F-> Q by

(10) and prove an exact analogue of Lemma 2, i.e., for every A, Be F, (a) A=£B

implies <&F(A) n ®F(B)= 0, and (b) 0(5) = (J {«5^); A e FaA^*B}. Also, as in

the proof of Theorem 1 we can use (i) and prove by induction that (c) A ~ * B

implies <S>F(A)~®F(B). Define c(\A\*)=\$>F(A)\ for A e F. Since M is infinite in

each component, for every be Xk "■ we can find a Be F with b=\B\*. Then

f(b) = 10(fi)| = Sc(/)(*)

by (a), (b), and (c) which proves that/is combinatorial.   Q.E.D.

To our language of set theory add an individual constant K and a functor o

and let ip be the theory obtained from ©° by taking as additional axioms

(23) AC i]3(cu) is dense in the canonical ordering -< of %(co).

(24) o: F-> yjJX) and reduces to the identity on ^JAX).

(25) If xey and y is well orderable then a(x)^a(y).

(26) If (Vx0,..., xk-x)(3lxk)cp then a(x,)çU M*,) : j<k),
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where <p is any formula of set theory possibly involving K and a as parameters.

From [10] as reported in [2], and from [7], if ©° is consistent then so is §. Let us

first observe that K is an infinite Dedekind set. For K is infinite by (23), and if

y4s£is well orderable then xe A implies {x} = a(x)sa(^4) by (24)-(26) and hence

that A^aiA) e Q, i.e., A is finite. For a, b e K with a<b let

(-co, b) = {xeK : x <b},       (a, b) = {x e K : a < x < b},

and ia, oo) = {x eK : a<x}. If A e ^BM(£) and A={a0,..., afc_2} with a0<-• ■

<ak .2letKA = {KA,..., Jf¿-1> where KA = ( - oo, a0), Kf+ x = (a„ aj+ x) forj <k-2,

and K£_x = iak-2, oo). Finally let !^=|£'4[* and observe that since each Kf is

infinite by (23), and since K is Dedekind, we have Ia e xfcA°°. Then the main

result of this section is

©-Theorem 7. Let ££ Xfc + 1 «» be functional and let r be its associated function.

If (3m e A)£A(fi4, rrt) then every extension of r to a function r' : Xk <o —> o> is eventu-

ally combinatorial inote that if 8r= Xk to then r is eventually combinatorial).

Proof. By hypothesis there is an m e A such that RJtA, m) and hence a set M

with m= \M\ and an £-frame £ such that (KA, M> e j</(£). For convenience we

write (a, ¿>> instead of a^</»>. Choose S e Xk Q such that a(£) n Kf^SjÇKf

for j<k and let G={Be Xk Q : S^*B<=*KA}. Now for each BeG, <£, 0>

c*(KA, M) e stiF) so that by the remark following (4) yFi(B, 0» = <£', C> e £

where £s*£' e G and Ce $m(A£). I claim that £=£'; for otherwise there is a

j < k and an x e £; - B¡ £ Ä?. Then {x} = o(x) £ o(£;) s o(£') £ o(£) u a(£) =

^4 u (J {£¡ : /</c} by (23)-(26). But x e £/ and so x e B¡ which is a contradiction.

Thus <£, C> e £. Further I claim that C is uniquely determined by £; for other-

wise there is a C such that <£, C> e £ and hence by (1) <£, C n C> e £. But £

is functional so that C=C nC' = C. For B e G define Y(£) = C where C is the

unique element satisfying <£, C> e £. Then *F has the following properties, (i) If

B,B'eG and £~ *£' then T(£)~XF(£'), follows from the fact that £ is functional.

Also, if B,B'eG then <£, T(£)> e £ and <£', T(£')> e £ so that by (1), <£ n* £',

T(£) n T(£')> e £as well. But B n* £' e G and hence <£ n* £', Y(£ n* £')> e £.

This implies that (ii) if B,B'eG then Y(£ n* £')=Y(£) n T(£'). Let

H = {Be Xk Q: B ç*KA A Bn* S = 0}

and define <1>(£) = ,F(£ u* £) for BeH. From the corresponding properties of

Y we have for B, B'eH, if) if £-*£' then 4>(£)~ <&(£'), and (ii) <5(£ n* £')

= $(£) O $(£')• Define /: Xfc a» -> a» by /(|fi|)= |0(£)| for BeH and note that

by Lemma 5/is combinatorial. Thus if BeH then <£ u* S, $(£)> e £. If we take

s= \S\ this implies that Ria+*s,fiia)) for all a e xk "». This gives r(s)=/for the

associated function r, making any extension r': xk a> ̂ -co eventually combi-

natorial. Q.E.D.

Let h, I, k, t, and j satisfy (17). If £s Xfc T define the h-specification £fhR
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= {ae Xt r : h*(d) e R}. Then by using the same method as in the proof of

Lemma 3 it can easily be shown that

Lemma 6. If Ac Xk to and h satisfies (17) then (£r\R)A = ^h(RA).

©-Theorem 8. If Rç Xk+1 o and (Va e Xfc A)(3!b e A)ÄA(a, b) then R is almost

combinatorial.

Proof. RA is functional and hence by Theorem 6 so is R. The domain of the

function r associated with R is Xk to. For otherwise there is an m e xk co such

that (V¿> e co)~R(m, b) and hence by Theorem 2 a corresponding result (with the

same m as parameter) would hold in A. Now consider any h and t which satisfy

(17). By specialization of arguments (Va e X1 Aœ)(3b e A)Sfh(RA)(a, b), and hence

by Lemma 6 the same result would hold with £fh(RA) replaced by (SfhR)A. By

Theorem 7 this implies that ¡fhR is eventually combinatorial. But SfhR is the

relation associated with r ° h* which is also eventually combinatorial. Thus r is

almost combinatorial.   Q.E.D.

An immediate consequence of (22) and Theorem 7 and 8 is

©-Theorem 9. Let f: Xk co -> co. (i) if fA(lA) e A then fi is eventually combi-

natorial, à fortiori if fA: Xk A00 ->A then f is eventually combinatorial, and (ii) is

fA: X k A -> A then fi is almost combinatorial.

By using the relativization technique of [7] we can obtain

Metacorollary 1. Let fi: X" to^-co be definable by a two function quantifier

form in the analytic hierarchy. If we can prove in @° that fiA: XkA°°->A

(/: X* A —>• A) then we can prove in ® that fi is an eventually (almost) combinatorial

function.

We call f e Xk A strongly universal if for every /: Xk co -> co, fA(f) e A implies

that / is eventually combinatorial, and (weakly) universal if fiA(t) = 0 implies that /

is eventually equal to 0.

Theorem 10. (i) If I e XkAis universal, strong or weak, then ïe xk A00, (ii) if I

is strongly universal then I is weakly universal, and (iii) if le Xk A is universal,

R^ X" co, and RA(l) then Xk (co — m) = R for some meto (in this case we say R

eventually holds).

Proof. We only prove the more difficult case of (i). Suppose that f is strongly

universal but I $ Xk A00. Let I={i<k : f( ecu} and define n: /-s-cy by n(i')=f¡ for

i el. If \k-I\ = t we may choose some f'e X'A00 such that h*(t')=t. Now by

hypothesis í<¿ so we can find a function /: Xk £<• -* to not eventually combina-

torial for which fo h% is combinatorial. Since we can easily remove the hypothesis

that / be combinatorial in Lemma 3 (by expressing /=/+ —/") it follows that

fA(t)=(f°h*)A(t')eA which contradicts the fact that ï is strongly universal. To

prove (ii) suppose that I e xk A is strongly universal, that/: Xk to ->- to, and that
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/A(t) = 0 e A. Thus / is eventually combinatorial. Since eventually combinatorial

functions are eventually monotone, there is an m e Xk co such that/(m) is combi-

natorial and either/(m) is identically equal to 0 or (Va e Xfc2)/sm)(a)^0 holds for

2 = co and hence by Theorem 2 for 2=A. Then in the latter case we could use Lemma

3 and the fact that le XfcA°° to obtain/A(f)=/im)(ï-*w)^0 which contradicts

our hypothesis. Hence / is eventually equal to 0 which implies that I is weakly

universal. To prove(iii) suppose that ï e Xk A is universal, that ££ Xk o>, and that

£A(t). Let/: Xk to ->■ {0, 1} be the characteristic of £, i.e., fi(a)=0 for ae R and

fia) = 1 for a e Xkco-R. Thus (VoeX* 2)(£s(a) -^/s(a) = 0) holds for 2 = a» and

hence by the remark following Theorem 5 for 2=A. But then /A(f) = 0, so / is

eventually 0 which implies Xk ico-m)çR for some m e w.   Q.E.D.

Consider the following extensions of our basic set theory @°.

©0(A) = ©°-|- there exists an infinite a e A

©o(A) = @° + there exists a weakly universal ï e A

@2(A) = @°-I- there exists a strongly universal I e A.

Since £ is consistent relative to ®, Theorems 9 and 10 imply that each of the above

theories is consistent relative to ©. At the present time we have no knowledge

as to their interrelationships, except as given by Theorem 10. Consequences of

these axioms will be investigated in the next section. Before doing so let us make

the following observation. Let 91 be a single equation between terms built up from

functors for + and -, and the variables a0,.. .,ak_x, b. Then by Metacorollary 1

we can prove (Va e Xk A)(3! b e A)91A in ©° iff we can prove in © that a corre-

sponding sentence holds in œ, and moreover that its uniquely defined Skolem

function is almost combinatorial. Thus we see that the answer to a classical

question about the +, • theory of cardinal numbers involves the notion of almost

combinatorial function. We hope that this point will convince the reader of the

naturalness of combinatorial functions in axiomatic set theory.

5. Cardinality of extensions.    Using the fact that combinatorial functions are

eventually monotone as in the proof of Theorem 10(ii) we easily obtain

Lemma 7. Iff: œ^- cois a nonconstant combinatorial function then (i)/A : Aœ -> A00,

and iii)fi\Ax is one one on its domain.

Let b = |A| and c = 28<>. These cardinalities are related by

Theorem 11. (i) If0<k<w then bfc = b ifiere k is used as an exponent), and

(ii) í/A°°5¿ 0 then egb (so b= |A"|, b = cb, etc.).

Proof. From [5] we know of the existence of a one one combinatorial function

j: Xfc <«»->- cu. Since one oneness can be expressed by a Horn sentenceyA: Xfc A ->-A

is also one one. Thus bk^b and (i) follows by an application of the Cantor-

Bernstein theorem. We prove (ii) in the following way. Let A be the rational

numbers and A# the real numbers conceived as lower halves of Dedekind cuts.
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Let h: co~A and for a e A# define functions c": to ->■ (0, 1} by c"(i)= 1 if h(i) e a

and ca(i) = 0 if h(i) <£ a. With each such a we associate a combinatorial function

/" : to —> to by taking c" as its combinatorial coefficients. If a, ß e A# with a < ß it is

easy to see that for some nonconstant combinatorial g: co -> to we have f(a)+g(a)

=fe(a) for a g to. By Theorem 2 this identity extends to A and by Lemma 7 if

aeA°° then gA(a)^0 so that/f(a)<//(a). Thus{/Aa(a) : a e A*} is a subset of A, in

fact of A00, which has cardinality c.   Q.E.D.

If we use the methods of [7], and replace combinatorial by permutational

throughout the preceding proof, we can actually obtain Theorem 11 without using

AC0. In this form Theorem 11 (ii) is an unpublished result of Tarski. If R, Ss X" to

then either by using Theorem 2 or the basic frame concept it is easy to establish

that

(27) if ACS' then RA^SA, and (R n S)A = RA n SA.

We call a relation AS Xfc to limited if there is an m e to such that R n xk (co — m)

= 0, and otherwise unlimited. Thus R is limited if and only if Xk co — R eventually

holds (cf. Theorem 10(iii)). A fundamental result concerning this notion, which was

proved in [12], is that

if R £ X" co is infinite then for some /Si and

h: I-^ co the relation SfhR is unlimited.

Theorem 12. Let R, S<^Xk tu. (i) if R-S is limited then RA» =(R n S)A<° and

S> = (R u S)A-, ana" (ii) i/ Ä - S is finite then RA- Xk co = (R C\ S)A- Xk co and

SA-Xkco = (RuS)A-Xkco.

Proof. Suppose R—S is limited. Then there is an m e X k co such that

(Va e X k S)((5 u S)L(a + * m) -> ^(a + * «))

holds for S = to and hence by Theorem 2 for S = A. Thus (/? U S)A<° S5A» with the

converse inclusion following by (27). This gives (R u S)A» = SA~. Also 5A» s .RA°°

n (Ä u S)A» = ÄA» n S'a« = (R n £%» with the converse inclusion following by

(27). This gives (Ä n S)A°° =ÄA». Suppose Tu - S is finite. For any 6e(äu 5)a

— Xk to let I={i<k : b(6to} and define n: /-»-tu by n(/) = b¡ for i el. If |fc — 7|

= />0 pick ae X'A" such that h*(a) = b. Then ae&h((R \j S)A) n X'A"

=(5Í(A u S))A n x* A-=(55i(J? u S))A» =(^Ä u ^ÄS)A» = (^S)A« s(^ftS)A

=^fc(5'A) by Lemma 6, part (i) of this theorem, and the fact that SfKR—SfhS is

limited. Hence b = ht (a) e SA - X k to. Thus (Rv S)A-Xk toZSA-Xk to with

the converse inclusion following by (27). This gives (R u S)A- Xk to = SA- Xk co.

We also have RA-Xk to^RAn((Ru S)A-Xk to) = RAn(SA-Xk to) =

(RAnSA)-Xkto = (Rr\S)A-Xkto. Thus RA- Xk coç(R n S)A- Xk to with

the converse inclusion following by (27). This gives (R n 5% — Xk to = RA— Xk to.

Q.E.D.
Let © denote symmetric difference. Then we have the following
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Corollary 2. Let £, S£ Xfc co. (i) If R is limited then £A» = 0, (ii) if Xkto-R

is limited then £A» = Xk A00, (iii) ifiR@S is limited then (£ n £)A» =(£ u S%«>,

(iv) if R is finite then £A = £, (v) if Xk to-R is finite then Xk A-£A= Xk co-R,

then (vi) ifR@S is finite then iR n S)A- Xk to = iR V S)A- Xk to.

@°(A)-Theorem 13. Let R, S£ X* co. (i) ifR-S is unlimited then

|£A«-(£nS)A»| = b   and   |(£ u £)A»-£A« | = b,

and

(ii) ifiR-S is infinite then |£A-(£ n S)A| =b a/7i/1(£ u £)A-£A| =b.

Proof. Suppose R — S is unlimited. We can construct k unary nonconstant

combinatorial functions fi, such that/(a) = </0(a),.. .,A-i(a)> e R — S for a e w.

This follows because we may choose values of/(a+1) sufficiently larger than/(a)

so as to make the/ nonconstant combinatorial functions, and yet keep/(a+l)

eR — S. Now/(a)e£ — S can be expressed by a Horn sentence, and hence by

Theorem 2/A(a) = </0>A(a),.. .,/c.1>A(a)> e £A-SA for a s A. By Theorem 11,

|A°°|=b, and by Lemma 7, if a, a'eA" then /,A(a) e A00, and/,A(a)=/>A(a')

implies a = a', so that {/A(a) : aeA°°}tzRA°° —SA<° has cardinality b. However by

(27) it is clear that £A« - S> £ £A- - (£ n S)A- and £A«> - £A» £ (£ u S)A» - S>.

Since by Theorem 11 both sets to the right of the inclusion have cardinality at

most b, our result (i) follows from the Cantor-Bernstein theorem. Now suppose

that £ — 5 is infinite. Then by (28) there is an /£k and h: I->- to such that

&'hiR-S) = Srt\R-Sr0hS is unlimited. If \k-I\=t>0 then i£fnRv SfhS)¿°

- WV = ¿WR u S)a-Sa) n x' A" and (^£)A» -(^ft£ n ^S)A» =

•^(£a-(£ n S%) n X( A00 both have cardinality b by part (i) of this theorem.

Hence (£ u S)A — SA and £A — (£ n 5)A have cardinality at least b since 77* is a

one one function. Our result (ii) then follows as above from the Cantor-Bernstein

theorem. Note that (ii) is trivial if A°° = 0 (and b = X0).    Q.E.D.

©°(A)-Corollary 3. Let R, S£X'cto. (i) If R is unlimited then |£A«|=b,

(ii) if Xk to- Ris unlimited then \ X k A™ - £A« | = b, (iii) 7/ £ © £ is unlimited then

|(£ u SV -(£ n 5)A» I =b, (iv) ;/ £ /s ////«//e //¡e// |£A| =b, (v) if Xk co-R is

infinite then \ Xk A — RA\ =b, and (vi) if £ © S is infinite then

\iRuS)A-iRnS)A\ = b.

Theorem 14. Let R, £¡£ Xk co for i<w such that ££U {£¡ : /<ü>}. (i) If some

R — Rj is limited then £A» £ \J {£(> A» : i < co}, and (ii) if for every /£ k and h: / —>■ co

some £fhiR — R,) is limited then £A£lJ {£¡,A : i<co}.

Proof. If for some j<to, R — Rj is limited then by Theorem 12 (i) £A» =

(£n£i)A»££J,A«'=U{AA'-> : «'<»}• This proves (i). For (ii) take b e RA. If

b e Xk co there is nothing to prove, so take b e RA— xk co. Let I={i<k : b¡ e w}

and define h: I^co by //(/) = b, for / e /. If \k-I\ =t>0 pick ae x'A™ suchthat
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h*(a) = b. Now by part (i) of this theorem

a e Sfh(RA) n Xf A» = (^R)A« £ U {(¿Wa» : i < «}

so for some y'< to, a e(^hR,)A^ ^S^h(RjA). But in turn this implies that b=nj*(a)

e i?/A which proves our result (ii).    Q.E.D.

@S(A)-Theorem 15. Let R, A¡£ Xk to for i<to such that R^{J{RX : i<to).

(i) If each R — R, is unlimited then \RA* —(J {RirA' : i<co}\ ^ c and (ii) if for some

/£k and h: I-^-co each £^h(R — R¡) is unlimited then \RA — [J {Ri<A : i<to}\ > c.

Proof. Suppose each R — Rj is unlimited. Let g: X2 to~co and let A# be the real

numbers conceived of as infinite sequences of 0's and Fs. If a, ß e A# let p(a, ß) be

the least integer n such that a(n)^ß(ri) if a=£ß, and equal to to otherwise. Now for

each a e A# we construct k unary nonconstant combinatorial functions// such that

for aeco with a=g(i, n), fa(a) = (fo(a),.. .,fk-x(a))> e R-Rx. Moreover we do

this in such a way that if ß e A# and p(a, ß)<awe have fi,?(a)^=fif(a) for each j < k.

This can be done because the relation R — Rx is unlimited and because as a ranges

over AH we need specify only 2a different values fi"(a). Thus as a ranges over co,

fa(a) remains in R but avoids any given Rx infinitely often. Moreover if a, ß e A*

with a=£ß then fia(a)^fif(a) for all but finitely many aeco. By Theorem 2 and

Lemma 7/A(a) = </0a>A(a),...,/f_1A(a)> e i?A» for every aeA00, and hence in

particular for a = i, a universal cardinal. But/Aa(f) ¡£ RiA, for otherwise fi"(a) e Rt

for all but finitely many ae co which contradicts our construction. Moreover if

a jiß then/f(f)//f(f), for otherwise fa(a) =fis(a) for all but finitely many aeco

which also contradicts our construction. Hence

{/?({) : a e A*} £ *A- -U (Aa- : ' < "}

has cardinality c. This proves (i). For (ii) suppose / and n are given such that

6rl(R-Rj) is unlimited for j < to. By part (i) of this theorem there are at least c

elements in (,SfhR)A« —\J {(<SfhRt)A« : i<co}, and by Lemma 6 for each such

element a, h*(a) e RA — \J {RXiA : i<to}. Our result (ii) then follows from the fact

that h* is one one.    Q.E.D.

Finally note the fact that if R^co is the range of a unary nonconstant combi-

natorial function/ and Í is a universal cardinal then /A(t) e RA — (J {SA :R — S

infinite}.

6. Horn sentences. By using the basic idea of [13] we can extend every relation

/?£ Xk to* to a relation /?A.C xk A* by defining

(29) RA.(a-*b)   iff RA(a0, ba,..., ak-x,\-i)   for^beX^A

where AC x2k to is extended as in Definition 1, and is defined by

(30) R(a-*b)   iff R(a0, b0, ...,ak-x,bk-x)   for a, b e Xk co.

It is necessary to supply a lemma showing that RA. is well defined, but this presents
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no difficulty since the required property can be expressed by a Horn sentence

and hence extends from to to A by Theorem 2. In [6] we extended ££ Xk to* to an

£A'£ XkA* by defining

(31) RA' = {ae XfcA* :/A.(a) = 0}

where /is the characteristic function of £ with respect to X" to*. In view of (14)

and Theorem 1 we have RA. = RA', and by Lemma 4

(32) if £ £  Xkto then £A. n Xk A = RA.

If 91 is a sentence of LR and 2 £ A* let 91s be the interpretation obtained by allowing

variables to range over 2, by letting functors denote extensions to 2 of fixed func-

tions over co*, and by letting predicates denote extensions to 2 of fixed relations

over co*. Then in [6] we proved that if 91 is an arbitrarily quantified Horn sentence

then

(33) if91m. then 91A..

In [6] we extended every function r: A-+B where Aç Xk to* and B^co* to a

unction rA. : AA. ->- £A. by defining

(34) rA.ia) = b   iff £A.(a, b)   for a e x* A*, b e A*

where ££ Xfc + 1 to* is extended by (29) and is defined by

(35) ria) = b   iff Ria, b)   for a e xk to*, b e to*.

Several lemmas are necessary in order to justify this definition: however, as the

desired properties can be expressed by Horn sentences no difficulties arise. Let

A+=toA.. By (32) A£A+£A*, moreover we can easily show that |A* —A|=b,

and in ©?(A) that |A+ — A| ;>c. Using Horn sentences and (33) we can also show

that if ££ Xkto then £A.£ X"A + and iff: x*to->to then fi.: XfcA+^A+.

Thus £A+ =£A. and/A+ =/A.. If 91 is a sentence of LR and 2£A+ let 91E be the

interpretation obtained by allowing variables to range over 2, by letting functors

denote extensions to 2 of fixed functions over to, and by letting predicates denote

extensions to 2 of fixed relations over to. If 91 is an arbitrarily quantified Horn

sentence then we can easily show from (33) and the preceding remarks

(36) if9Irathen9lA + .

We finally note that if/: Xfcto^to and aeXkA then by (33) and Lemma 4

/a(û)=/Wo).
A natural question to ask about a combinatorial/: to ->- to is "what are the

conditions under which p/A = (p/)A?". A complete treatment of this question for

recursive combinatorial / with respect to the isols was obtained in [14]. We shall

use those methods in order to obtain an answer to the corresponding problem in A.

A function/: to -> to is called linear if fia) = ra +s for a e co where r and s are fixed
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elements of co. Eventually linear will have its usual meaning. We start out with the

following

Lemma 8. Let 0<n<co and a e A*. IfnaeA then aeA.

Proof. Let 0=00 — 0! where a0, ^eA. Then by hypothesis there is a beA

such that 77O=77a0 —77a1 = b e A. Hence nax^na0 so that by the cancellation law of

[15] Oí^Oq giving 0 = 00 — 0! e A.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 16. Let /to^-to be eventually combinatorial, (i) p(/A)£(p/)A, and

(ii) iff is eventually linear then p(/A) = (p/)A.

Proof. If R = pf then (Va e 2)£s(/s(a)) holds for 2 = to and hence by Theorem 5

for 2 = A. Thus p(/A)£(p/)A proving (i). For (ii) suppose that for some m,r,se co,

fim\a) = ra + s for a eco. If r = 0 then p/is finite so by Corollary 2(iv) ipf)A = pf

£ p(/A). If r / 0 then there is a sufficiently large 77 e to such that if R = pf then

(Vbe2)(3oe2)(£L(b-l-77)->b + 77 = ro-l-s) holds for 2 = to and hence by (36) for

2=A + . Now consider any b e £A. If b e to then by (5) b e £ = p/£p(/A). If b <£ co

then b = b' + n for some b'eA. Then b' + 77e£A££A+ so that b = ra + s for some

a e A +. Now ra = b-s e A and hence by Lemma 8 a e A. Thus b =/Am)(i) =fi(a + m)

e p(fiA). But this proves our theorem.    Q.E.D.

The principal result of [14] is that

there exists a strictly increasing g : co^~ w which is not eventually

combinatorial such that for every eventually combinatorial

/: co —>■ co which is not eventually linear the composition fio g is

eventually combinatorial.

@Ï(A)-Theorem 17. If f: to->to is eventually combinatorial but not eventually

linear then (p/)A — p(/A) is nonempty.

Proof. Since / is eventually combinatorial but not eventually linear there is an

mew such that/(m) is a strictly increasing combinatorial function and /(/w) >/(a)

for every a<m. Let g be the function of (37) where without loss of generality we

assume that giO)>m. If £ = p/and h=f° g then h is eventually combinatorial so

that (Va e2)£2(/7s(a)) holds for 2 = to and hence by Theorem 5 for 2=A. If I is

strongly universal then hjf) e £A. Since g maps into to and í is strongly universal

gA(t)eA+—A and consequently hA(t)=fA + igA(f)). Finally we must show that

hAit) is not in the range of/A. (Va, b e 2)(/s(g£(a)) =/£(b) -» gs(a) = b) holds for

2 = a> and hence by (36) for 2=A + . If /7A(Ï)=/A(b) for some b e A then/A+(gA+(f))

=/A + (gA(f))=/A(i>)=/A+(b) so that b=gA+(f)=gA(t)£A which is a contradiction.

Q.E.D.
We have included full proofs of the last two theorems, despite their similarity

to the isolic proofs of [14], because of the detailed information they shed on transfer

theorems for Horn sentences. Let us first recall that by Theorem 5 universally

quantified Horn sentences extend from to to A. That that is not the case for
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arbitrarily quantified Horn sentences is a simple consequence of Theorem 17. For

let S={a2 : aew}.

(38) (Va e S)(3b e X)(Sz(a) -> a = b2)

holds for S = to, is false for S=A in ©°(A), and consequently is not a theorem for

S=A in ©° (provided @ is consistent). In general the only way (with the single

exception of (42) below) of showing that an arbitarily quantified Horn sentence

extends from to to A is to show that it holds in to with almost combinatorial Skolem

functions, and then use Theorem 5 to extend the resulting universal Horn sentence

to A. Thus

(39) (Va e S)(3b e S)(a(a +1) = 2b)

holds for S = to, and is true for S=A in @°. This follows because fi(a) = (a21) is

combinatorial and (Va eS)(a(a+l) = 2/(a)) holds for S = to, hence by Theorem 5

for S=A, and thus implies (39) for S=A. A natural conjecture might be that this

is the only way of getting a transfer theorem for quantified sentences. And indeed

we have partial results in this direction. Let @° be a theory just like ©° except

that urelemente are admitted and let 2Í be an arbitrarily quantified sentence

whose matrix is a single equation between polynomials built up from variables

and functors for + and ■. Then in [8] we found that 3iA is a theorem of ©° if and

only if we can prove in © that 9tm holds with almost combinatorial Skolem func-

tions. It is a sad consequence of Theorem 16 that no such theorem could hold

for arbitrarily quantified Horn sentences. For if we let E={2a : aew) then

(40) (Va e S)(3b e S)(Fs(a) -» a = 2b)

holds for S = to, and is true for S = A in ©°. If we examine the Skolem function/

for (40) we see that it cannot be almost combinatorial. For otherwise there would

be an m e co such that a ^/<m)(a) = (a + m)\2 for all a e to with a + meE. Thus (40) ex-

tends from to to A without an almost combinatorial Skolem function. Perhaps this

has something to do with the linearity in the consequent of (40). This too is sadly

not the case, for in [5], using only the notion of a universal cardinal, we found

(41) (Va, b, c eS)(3b eS)(a2 = b2 + c-+a = b + b)

holds for S = to, is false for S=A in @g(A), and hence is not a theorem for S=A

in ©°. Thus the only remaining place where we might reasonably find a transfer

theorem from to to A without almost combinatorial Skolem functions is when both

antecedent and consequent are linear. We can finally and happily say "that is the

case", for in [1] it is shown that for any sentence © having the form

(42) (Vae Xk S)(3b e X■ S)(9I(a) -> «(a, b))

where 2Í and 23 are conjunctions of linear homogeneous equations in the indicated

variables, we can prove in @ that 9ÍM implies 9iA. We thus see the remarkable
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differences between the linear and nonlinear theories of A exemplified by (38)

and (40).
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